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Introduction 
 

At the 2012 IATA Revenue Accounting Meeting interest was expressed by the Revenue 

Accounting Participants for the industry to develop and adopt an optional and voluntary 

multilateral agreement for settlement of involuntary reroute transactions. 

 

Because Airlines Clearing House (ACH) participants settled their involuntary reroute 

transactions with one another using a simplified process for over 30 years, it was decided to 

leverage the existing ACH infrastructure to develop a similar process for the IATA Revenue 

Accounting Meeting participants. 

 

Subsequent to the Meeting a modified process, using the existing ACH process and infrastructure 

as the basis, was developed for the IATA Revenue Accounting Meeting participants.  IATA, 

ATPCO, Accelya, ACH and 10 airlines worked together to develop, test and implement the 

Multilateral Involuntary Reroute Settlement process. 

 

 Existing ACH Process (Applicable to ACH Participants) 
 

ACH contracts with ATPCO and Accelya to calculate monthly settlement rates for six (6) global 

regions.   

 

ATPCO filters participating airlines’ daily ISR files to eliminate certain transactions.  The 

filtered file is sent to Accelya whereby a 1% sample is selected using the then current IATA 

Sample Digit.  The 1% sample is prorated by the Neutral Fare Prorate (NFP) engine using 

industry standard proration, ACH or MPA dependent upon the routing. 

 

The settlement percentage rates are determined by dividing the sum of flight coupons’ industry 

prorate values by the sum of local fares for the one (1%) of participating carrier sales each 

month.  ACH participants apply the settlement percentage rates to local fares to calculate the 

settlement amount for involuntary reroute transactions issued by other ACH participants.   

 

The ACH Participants voted to adopt the below Modified Process for Multilateral Involuntary 

Reroute Settlement as the standard and mandated its use replacing the Existing ACH Process 

effective with April 1, 2015 invoices. 

Modified Process for Multilateral Involuntary Reroute Settlement  
 

ACH entered into a new contract with ATPCO and Accelya to calculate monthly settlement 

percentage rates for ten (10) global regions for world-wide use.  Similar to the ACH process 

above, ATPCO filters participating airlines’ daily ISR files to eliminate certain transactions.  The 

filtered file is sent to Accelya whereby a 1% sample is selected using the then current IATA 

Sample Digit.  The 1% sample is prorated by the NFP using industry standard IATA Multilateral 

Prorate Agreement (MPA) proration. 

 

The settlement percentage rates are calculated by dividing the sum of the flight coupons’ 

industry prorate values by the sum of the IATA weighted mileage factors for one (1%) of sales 
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each month.  The calculated settlement percentage rates are used to determine the settlement 

amount for involuntary reroute transactions between concurring parties of the Multilateral 

Involuntary Reroute Settlement Agreement.  

The Role of ATPCO 

 

On a daily basis ATPCO sorts, filters and sends sales data to the NFP for each participant that 

has authorized its sales to be used for calculating the involuntary reroute settlement percentage 

rates. 

The Role of Accelya  

 

Accelya, as the provider of the NFP, extracts 1% of the sales, prorates the 1% of sales using 

industry standard MPA logic; excludes coupons that fall outside of established tolerances; 

separates the remaining prorated coupons into the applicable global regions; determines the 

IATA weighted mileage factor for each prorated coupon; and calculates the settlement 

percentage to be used in settlement for each global region by dividing the sum of the prorate 

amounts by the sum of the IATA weighted mileage factors. 

The Role of ACH 

 

ACH is the administrator of the Agreement and has contracted with ATPCO and Accelya to 

perform the service.  Airlines interested in becoming a party to the Multilateral Involuntary 

Reroute Settlement Agreement will enter into the Agreement with ACH.  Upon acceptance, an 

airline will be eligible to concur to the terms of the Agreement with other Parties to the 

Agreement, and if it chooses, to authorize its sales to be used in the process to calculate the 

settlement percentage rates. 

The Role of IATA 

 

As facilitator, IATA continues to support and coordinate the project. 

Joining 
 

The Multilateral Involuntary Reroute Settlement Agreement is an optional and voluntary 

Agreement between ACH and participating airlines (“Parties”).  Parties to the Agreement are 

eligible to enter into Concurrence Agreements with other Parties, but are not required to.  

Similarly, a Party to the Agreement is eligible to authorize ATPCO to include its sales in the 

process that determines the applicable monthly settlement percentage rates, but is not required to. 
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Step One 
Execute the Agreement by: 

 Adding your company name and address on page 1 

 Insert contact information on page 7 

 Sign page 8 

 Complete Appendix C 

 Determine if your airline will submit sales data, and if so, complete Appendix E 

 Return all completed documents to ACH 

 

Questions may be sent to ach@airlines.org  

 

Once received and accepted, ACH will: 

 Notify all other Parties of the added participation by the new Party 

 Update website adding new Party 

 Establish login credentials to the Multilateral Involuntary Reroute Settlement website for 

the individual listed in Appendix C 

o Parties to the Agreement should notify ACH if additional personnel require access 

 Return a countersigned copy of the Agreement to the individual listed on Appendix C 

 If Appendix E has been completed, notify ATPCO and Accelya of the additional sales 

data to be included in the process 

 Invoice the new Party the annual participation fee of $1,500.  (Note, fee is waived until 

June 2015.) 

Step Two 
 

Execute the Concurrence Agreement in Appendix D with other Parties to the Multilateral 

Involuntary Reroute Settlement Agreement and return to ACH.  (A list of current Parties to the 

Agreement can be found on the Involuntary Reroute Settlement website.) 

 

Once received and accepted, ACH will: 

 Update its internal records 
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Website 
 

The ACH Public Website located at www.airlinesclearinghouse.com contains information 

regarding the Simplified Involuntary Settlement process. 

 

Below is an example of what the website will look like and is for illustration purposes only. 

 

 
 

 

Additionally, a dedicated and private website has been established for use by the Parties.  Each 

Party will be required to notify ACH of the names, titles, email addresses and phone numbers of 

individuals requiring access.  The website contains: 

 

http://www.airlinesclearinghouse.com/
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 Training documentation 

 News (i.e., announcing new Parties to the Agreement) 

 The Agreement 

 Communications  

o ACH will issue written communications to the Parties when a new Party joins; of 

the monthly rates; when a Party has agreed to allow its sales to be included in the 

process to calculate the monthly settlement percentage rates; and other 

communications as may be appropriate 

 Monthly settlement percentage rates for the global regions (current and historical)  

 Participants (Tabulation of Parties to the Agreement)  

 Presentations 

 Sales Data Providers (Tabulation of the Parties providing sales data for use in the 

calculation) 

 Steering Committee 

o Reserved for use by the Steering Committee Members 

 

Monthly Rates 
 

Monthly settlement percentage rates for each of the 10 global regions are established by dividing 

the MPA prorate amount by the IATA weighted mileage factor of each coupon from 1% of sales 

issued by Parties that have authorized its sales to be included in the calculation.  Specific sales 

transactions are excluded from the calculation as defined in the Agreement.  

 

The applicable monthly settlement percentage rate is applied to the IATA weighted mileage 

factor of the applicable involuntary reroute coupon or FIM, based on the origin and destination 

of the involuntary reroute coupon or FIM, to determine the settlement value. 

 

ACH will issue a communication no later than the 20
th

 of each month to each Party’s designated 

individuals regarding the applicable involuntary reroute settlement percentage rates for each 

global region.  The rates are applicable to original billings in the next calendar month.  Current 

and historical monthly rates can also be found on the Involuntary Reroute Settlement website. 

Tickets 
 

Provided an applicable involuntary reroute ticket has been issued on or after the effective date as 

listed in the Concurrence Agreement between the two Parties, then the monthly rate to be used 

shall be that in effect on the date the applicable involuntary reroute ticket was issued. 

 

Example: 

 

If the below ticket example is invoiced to the issuing airline in May 2013 use the rate in effect 

for May 2013; and if the below ticket example is invoiced to the issuing airline in June 2013, still 

use the rate that was in effect in May 2013.  

 

Assume in the below example that coupon 1 was invoiced to the issuing airline in May 2013 and 

coupon 2 was invoiced in June 2013. 
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Settlement calculation for the above example: 

 

 

FIMS 
 

Provided an applicable FIM is invoiced in any period of the month, on or after the effective date 

as listed in the Concurrence Agreement between the two Parties, then the monthly rate to be used 

shall be that in effect during the invoice month. 

 

Example: 

 

If the below FIM example is invoiced to the issuing airline in May 2013 use the rate in effect for 

May 2013; and if the below FIM example is invoiced to the issuing airline in June 2013, use the 

rate that was in effect in June 2013.  

 

Assume in the below example that coupon 1 was invoiced to the issuing airline in May 2013 and 

coupon 2 was invoiced in June 2013. 
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Settlement calculation for the above example: 

 

 
 

Global Regions 
 

Applicable settlement percentage rates are calculated for 10 global regions each month.  They 

are described in detail within the Agreement and abbreviated below: 

 

1. Within North America 

2. Within TC1, Excluding North America 

3. Between North America and TC1 

4. Between North America and Southwest Pacific 

5. Tran Atlantic 

6. Within Area 2 

7. Trans Pacific 

8. Within Area 3 

9. Between Area 2 and Area 3 

10. Other (designed to catch anything that does not fall in the above categories and is 

expected to be n/a always) 
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The origin and destination of the applicable coupon determines which global region settlement 

percentage rate to use.  Therefore, for a multi coupon involuntary reroute ticket or FIM, it’s 

possible that each coupon will have different applicable settlement percentage rates. 

 

Example: 

 

Coupon 1 JFK-FRA:  Use Trans Atlantic rate 

Coupon 2 FRA-MXP: Use Within Area 2 rate 

 

 
 

 

 Other Considerations 
 

Other considerations contained in the Agreement are: 

Identification of Involuntary Rerouting 
 

Passenger tickets shall be identified as having been issued in accordance with IATA Resolution 

735d when the letters “INVOL”, “INVOLUNTARY”, “IV”, “INV”, “IRR”, “IRRES” or any 

other valid reason appear within the fare basis/ticket designator, endorsements and/or tour code 

field of the ticket; or when “I” precedes the fare calculation. 

Schedule Change 
 

The settlement amounts determined in accordance with the Agreement shall not apply to 

documents reissued due to schedule change. 
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Diversions-FIMS 
 

The terms of this Agreement apply to FIMs when the reason for issuance states it was a diversion 

and there is a Concurrence Agreement between the billing airline and the airline identified in the 

diversion area of the FIM. 

Multiple Passenger FIMS 
 

When a FIM has been issued for multiple passengers, the amount shall be multiplied by the 

number of passengers to determine the settlement amount. 

Discounts 
 

No further discounts are applicable unless bilaterally agreed between two Concurring Parties. 

 

Interlineable Taxes, Fees and Charges 
 

Interlineable taxes, fees and charges apply in accordance with RAM rules. 

ISC 
 

ISC shall be applicable in accordance with IATA Resolutions unless otherwise bilaterally agreed 

between two Concurring Parties. 

YQ/YR 
 

YQ and YR charges are not included with or to be added to the final settlement amount unless 

bilaterally agreed between two Concurring Parties. 

 

Other Agreements Between two Concurring Parties 
 

Bilateral Agreements specifying terms of settlement of involuntary reroute tickets and FIMs 

between two Concurring Parties supersede the terms of this Agreement unless otherwise agreed 

between the two Parties. 

 

 

 

 


